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The report  on the Human Rights abuse in Iranian Kurdistan.

During the first quarter of 2018, the Iranian part of Kurdistan was under severe pressure 
by Islamic regime of Iran. Human Rights abuses, Persecutions in relation with political, civil 
society, social and economic fields have become a daily rutine.
According to the data and facts recorded by Iranian Kurdistan Human Rights center, dur-

ing the first quarter of this year, more than 371 cases of Human Rights abuses have been 
reported to our center in Kurdistan.
During the past three months, at least 50 piggyback-transporters (people who use their 

body to transport goods while crossing the Iran-Iraq border) and tradesmen in border areas 
of Kurdistan have been killed and wounded. This people are victims of the regims policy of 
keeping Kurdistan economically undeveloped. Discreamination and the lack of job oppor-
tunities is one of the main reason for the high level of unemployment in Iranian  Kurdistan.  
Following this policy as many as seventeen tradesmen of these 50, have lost their lives and 10 
people have been wounded. Ten tradesmen have fallen down the steep hills since the Iranian 
armed forces have chased them, many of them died because of avalanches and cold weather. 
Furthermore 33 tradesmen have been wounded because they have been shot, fallen down 
the ravines or other incidents and tens of horses and mules have been killed either by being 
shot at or by other incidents as a direct result of being chased by security forces. During this 
period, goods and merchandise worth millions of Dollars have been confiscated and this 

 ”
“ No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman 

or degrading treatment or punishment.
(Universal Declaration of Human Rights_Article 5)
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has created vast economic losses for those who have no other occupation than transporting 
goods between the Iran-Iraq border.  
During the first quarter, security authorities have arrested 220 ordinary people, political 

and civil society activists who have been accused of committing security and political crimes 
against the Islamic Republic of Iran. After interrogations by the security forces, some of them 
have been bailed out and awaiting trial and 25 of them have been convicted to long terms of 
imprisonment. At the same time two of the arrested persons have been accused of coopera-
tion with the Kurdish political parties and have been convicted to capital punishment.
During the first quarter of 2018, the Islamic Republic security authorities have as a result of 

the demonstrations during the begging of January started a mass arrest campaign and under 
the inhuman torture, killed 9 young activists in the Kurdish cities of Sineh, Kirmashan, Ilam, 
Jiwanro and Abdanan and handed over their bodies to their families. (In the charts which 
are enclosed this report, further information about these people is recorded.)
During the first three months of 2018, twelve Kurdish prisoners who had been arrested 

and convicted to death because of drug related and sexual assault crimes, have been hanged, 
while the Iranian Parliament has passed a bill according to which some of these prisoners’ 
punishment should change to imprisonment. The Islamic parliament has officially requested 
the judiciary system to halt the execution of more than 5000 of these people, but the judici-
ary system is ignoring this demand and continues to execute these prosoners.
During the first quarter, the explosion of previously employed personnel mines in Kurd-

istan have taken 27 casualties which Iranian Kurdistan Human Rights center has collected 
the information about 15 of these victims, undoubtedly the exact number of the victims is 
higher than what we have mentioned in this report, because the official news agencies refuse 
to broadcast the name of the victims.
During this period of time more than 23 Kurdish workers in Kurdistan and other parts of 

Iran have lost their lives in different work related accidents and the identity of 16 of them is 
recorded by Iranian Kurdistan Human Rights center.
As a result of the authorities’ negligence, the suicide rate in Kurdistan during the first quar-

ter has been alarming. During these three months at least 39 people have committed suicide 
in Kurdistan and our center has recorded the identity of 27 of them. 
This statistics and information of human rights abuses in this part of the country, which 

has been collected by Iranian Kurdistan Human Rights Center is just covering those reports 
which have been reported by trusted sources and broadcasted officially, but we believe that 
the Human Rights abuse committed by the Islamic Republic of Iran in Kurdistan is much 
more than what is being reported.

 ”
“ All are equal before the law and are entitled without any discrim-

ination to equal protection of the law. All are entitled to equal 
protection against any discrimination in violation of this Decla-
ration and against any incitement to such discrimination.
(Universal Declaration of Human Rights_Article 7)
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The chart of Human Rights abuse in Kurdistan during the first quarter of 
2018 is as mentioned bellow:  

Information on workers and piggyback-transporters 
who have died or wounded in the first season of 2018

Row Full name Hometown Occupation Damage Considerations Date
1 Ramin Esmat Orumiyeh piggyback-trans-

porter
Wounded wounded seriously by military 

forces 
1/1/2018

2  Hadi Amini Baneh piggyback-trans-
porter

Murdered Murdered by  military forces’ 
purposely 

2/1/2018

3 Morad Ghaderi Orumiyeh piggyback-trans-
porter

Wounded wounded seriously by military 
forces 

2/1/2018

4 Mehran Ghaderi Orumiyeh piggyback-trans-
porter

Wounded wounded seriously by military 
forces 

2/1/2018

5 Shuvan Mohammadi Oshnaviyeh piggyback-trans-
porter

Wounded wounded seriously by military 
forces 

7/1/2018

6 Latif Shabani Oshnaviyeh piggyback-trans-
porter

Wounded wounded seriously by military 
forces 

7/1/2018

7 Sirwan Pasandi Saghez worker Wounded wounded seriously by military 
forces 

7/1/2018

8 Majid Mohammadi-
yan

Sardasht worker Wounded wounded seriously by military 
forces 

7/1/2018

9 Masud Veisi Bawaja-
ni-Salasi

piggyback-trans-
porter

Wounded wounded seriously by military 
forces 

7/1/2018

10 Mehdi Jaafari Baneh worker Murdered Got shot on the way of Zanjan 
for being suspected of caring 
prohibited stuff 

10/1/2018

11 Soleyman Khezri Naghadeh piggyback-trans-
porter

Dead Got frostbite for remaining 
under snow break

13/1/2018

12 Farhad Dastur Marivan piggyback-trans-
porter

Wounded Has fallen from heights for 
being pursued by regime`s 
military forces

13/1/2018

13 Saeed Piri Marivan piggyback-trans-
porter

Wounded Has fallen from heights for 
being pursued by regime`s 
military forces

13/1/2018

14 Shuresh Omari Mahabad piggyback-trans-
porter

Dead Has fallen from the heights of 
Sardasht for being pursued by 
regime`s military forces

18/1/2018

15 Omid Tikanluyi Saghez piggyback-trans-
porter

Wounded wounded seriously by military 
forces shooting 

18/1/2018

16 Omar Tat Sardasht piggyback-trans-
porter

Wounded wounded seriously by military 
forces’ shooting 

22/1/2018

17 Fattah Rezwani Piranshahr piggyback-trans-
porter

Wounded Has fallen from heights for 
being shot and followed by 
regime`s military forces’

23/1/2018

 ”“ No one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest, detention or exile.
(Universal Declaration of Human Rights_Article 9)
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18 Faryad Salehpour Baneh piggyback-trans-
porter

Wounded wounded seriously by military 
forces’ shooting 

23/1/2018

19 Jadih Valinejhad Targa-
war-Orum-
iyeh

piggyback-trans-
porter

Dead Got frostbite for remaining 
under snow break

27/1/2018

20 Sabri Valinejhad Targa-
war-Orum-
iyeh

piggyback-trans-
porter

Dead Got frostbite for remaining 
under snow break

27/1/2018

21 Javid Ghorbanne-
Jhad

Targa-
war-Orum-
iyeh

piggyback-trans-
porter

Wounded wounded seriously by military 
forces’ shooting 

31/1/2018

22 Farhad Rahimzadeh Oramanat piggyback-trans-
porter

Wounded wounded seriously by military 
forces’ shooting 

2/2/2018

23 Taher Chashnidel Orumiyeh piggyback-trans-
porter

Dead Has fallen from heights for 
being  followed by regime`s 
military forces

5/2/2018

24 Mohammad Karimi Ora-
manat-Dizle

piggyback-trans-
porter

Wounded Has fallen from the heights of 
Tata for being followed by Iran 
military forces 

6/2/2018

25 Najmaddin Hassani Tar-
gavar-Oru-
miyeh

piggyback-trans-
porter

Wounded wounded seriously by military 
forces’ shooting 

6/2/2018

26 Sadigh Rahimpour Bukan worker Dead His car got rollover in Ajabshir 
by military forces’ shooting 
and died      

7/2/2018

27 Rahman Ramezani Baneh piggyback-trans-
porter

Wounded wounded seriously by military 
forces’ shooting 

10/2/2018

28 Shuvaneh Rasuli Baneh piggyback-trans-
porter

Murdered Found dead with bounded legs 
and arms 

11/2/2018

29 Abubakr Ebrani Mahabad piggyback-trans-
porter

Dead Has fallen from heights for 
being  followed by regime`s 
military forces

19/2/2018

30 Naser Ghobadi Abdanan shephered Murdered Murdered by Iran military 
forces 

27/2/2018

31 Ebrahim Rasti Marivan piggyback-trans-
porter

Murdered Murdered by  military forces’ 
purposely 

28/2/2018

32 Fereydun Farajpour Baneh piggyback-trans-
porter

Wounded Murdered by  military forces’ 
purposely 

28/2/2018

33 Kaweh Rashidi Baneh piggyback-trans-
porter

Wounded Murdered by  military forces’ 
purposely 

28/2/2018

34 Mohammad Pay-
muzd

Mahabad piggyback-trans-
porter

Dead Stuck under snow break in 
Kani Khoda mountains of 
Piranshahr

3/3/2018

 ”
“ Everyone charged with a penal offence has the right to be pre-

sumed innocent until proved guilty according to law in a pub-
lic trial at which he has had all the guarantees necessary for his 
defence.  2. No one shall be held guilty of any penal offence on 
account of any act or omission which did not constitute a penal 
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35 Khezr Abdollahi Piranshahr piggyback-trans-
porter

Dead Stuck under snow break in 
Kani Khoda mountains of 
Piranshahr

3/3/2018

36 Kamran Amini Baneh piggyback-trans-
porter

Wounded Cut off his leg in a mine explo-
sion near Broshkani rural

4/3/2018

37 Yadeghar Amini Baneh piggyback-trans-
porter

Wounded Wounded in a mine explosion 
near Broshkani rural

4/3/2018

38 Ebrahim Shakeri Khoy piggyback-trans-
porter

Wounded wounded seriously by military 
forces 

5/3/2018

39 Amir Sheykhe Sardasht piggyback-trans-
porter

Wounded Has fallen from heights for 
being  followed by regime`s 
military forces

6/3/2018

40 Rasul Mollasur Sardasht piggyback-trans-
porter

Wounded Has fallen from heights for 
being  followed by regime`s 
military forces

6/3/2018

41 Peyman Fatehi Paweh piggyback-trans-
porter

Wounded wounded seriously by military 
forces’ shooting and got in 
custody later

8/3/2018

42 Amirkhan Rakhid Piranshahr piggyback-trans-
porter

Murdered In a mine explosion Dead 8/3/2018

43 Mostafa Ahmadpour Piranshahr piggyback-trans-
porter

Wounded Cut off his leg in a mine ex-
plosion

8/3/2018

44 Peyman Zare Piranshahr piggyback-trans-
porter

Wounded In a mine explosion Wounded 
seriously

8/3/2018

 ”
“ offence, under national or international law, at the time when it 

was committed. Nor shall a heavier penalty be imposed than the 
one that was applicable at the time the penal offence was commit-
ted.
(Universal Declaration of Human Rights_Article 11)
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45 Mohammad Askoli Marivan piggyback-trans-
porter

Wounded Has fallen from heights for 
being  followed by regime`s 
military forces

18/3/2018

46 Loghman Moham-
madzade

Sardasht piggyback-trans-
porter

Wounded Got shot by Iran military 
force`s purposely 

24/3/2018

47 Jamil Khabbaz Sardasht piggyback-trans-
porter

Wounded Got shot by Iran military 
force`s purposely 

24/3/2018

48 Shahruz Hamidza-
deh

Salmas piggyback-trans-
porter

Dead Sunk in Gadar river in Salmas 
for being followed by Iran 
military forces 

25/3/2018

49 Ebrahim Soleymani Sardasht piggyback-trans-
porter

Murdered Was married and had 4 
children which murdered by 
purposely shooting of military 
forces

27/3/2018

50 Saman Saberi Baneh piggyback-trans-
porter

Wounded Got shot by Iran military 
force`s purposely 

30/3/2018

People who Arrested and their verdict is issued in winter 2018

Row Name and nick 
name

Career Place of 
living

Considerations Date

1 Nader Babakhani civil Kermanshah In Kashan city demonstrations Arrested by 
security forces.

1/1/2018

2 Faramarz Omidi civil Kermanshah Arrested by security forces during the 
demonstrations in Kermanshah 

1/1/2018

3 Shamsaddin Kake-E civil Kermanshah Arrested by security forces during the 
demonstrations in Kermanshah.

1/1/2018

4 Abdoljabbar Khaledi civil Kermanshah Arrested by security forces during the 
demonstrations in Kermanshah.

1/1/2018

5 Yaser Habibi civil Kermanshah Arrested by security forces during the 
demonstrations in Kermanshah.

1/1/2018

6 Wali Amiri civil Kermanshah Arrested by security forces during the 
demonstrations in Kermanshah.

1/1/2018

7 Gholamali musevar civil Kermanshah Arrested by security forces during the 
demonstrations in Kermanshah.

1/1/2018

8 Azad Taghizadeh civil Kermanshah Arrested by security forces during the 
demonstrations in Kermanshah.

1/1/2018

9 Hamze Rahnema civil Kermanshah Arrested by security forces during the 
demonstrations in Kermanshah.

1/1/2018

10 Loghman Karami civil Malekshahe 
Ilam

Arrested by security forces during the 
demonstrations in Ilam.

1/1/2018

11 Mohhammad Ma-
sumi

civil Malekshahe 
Ilam

Arrested by security forces during the 
demonstrations in Ilam.

1/1/2018

 ”
“ Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this 

right includes freedom to hold opinions without interference and 
to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through any 
media and regardless of frontiers.
(Universal Declaration of Human Rights_Article 19)
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12 Hafez Abdollahi civil Malekshahe 
Ilam

Arrested by security forces during the 
demonstrations in Ilam.

1/1/2018

13 Ruholla arghand civil Malekshahe 
Ilam

Arrested by security forces during the 
demonstrations in Ilam.

1/1/2018

14 Abbas Arghand civil Malekshahe 
Ilam

Arrested by security forces during the 
demonstrations in Ilam.

1/1/2018

15 Mozaffar Rahmani civil Malekshahe 
Ilam

Arrested by security forces during the 
demonstrations in Ilam.

1/1/2018

16 Jawad Karami civil Malekshahe 
Ilam

Arrested by security forces during the 
demonstrations in Ilam.

1/1/2018

17 Soleyman Abdi civil Malekshahe 
Ilam

Arrested by security forces during the 
demonstrations in Ilam.

1/1/2018

18 Farhad Karami civil Malekshahe 
Ilam

Arrested by security forces during the 
demonstrations in Ilam.

1/1/2018

19 Yazdan Faraj Zade civil Malekshahe 
Ilam

Arrested by security forces during the 
demonstrations in Ilam.

1/1/2018

20 Jobraeel Zare- E civil Malekshahe 
Ilam

Arrested by security forces during the 
demonstrations in Ilam.

1/1/2018

21 Saman Arghawani civil Malekshahe 
Ilam

Arrested by security forces during the 
demonstrations in Ilam.

1/1/2018

22 Ali Zare-E       civil Malekshahe 
Ilam

Arrested by security forces during the 
demonstrations in Ilam.

1/1/2018

23 Lale Aghayi civil Malekshahe 
Ilam

Arrested by security forces during the 
demonstrations in Ilam.

1/1/2018

24 Salman Abdollahi civil Malekshahe 
Ilam

Arrested by security forces during the 
demonstrations in Ilam.

1/1/2018

 ”
“ Everyone is entitled to a social and international order in which 

the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration can be fully 
realized.
(Universal Declaration of Human Rights_Article 28)
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25 Mahmud Chaman-
goli

civil Malekshahe 
Ilam

Arrested by security forces during the 
demonstrations in Ilam.

1/1/2018

26 Hadi Karami civil Malekshahe 
Ilam

Arrested by security forces during the 
demonstrations in Ilam.

1/1/2018

27 Sara Jamshidi civil Malekshahe 
Ilam

Arrested by security forces during the 
demonstrations in Ilam.

1/1/2018

28 Shahla Vahdatpour civil Orumiyeh Arrested by security forces during the 
demonstrations in Orumiyeh.

1/1/2018

29 Iraj Hamidi civil Orumiyeh Arrested by security forces during the 
demonstrations in Orumiyeh.

1/1/2018

30 GHader Dalan civil Orumiyeh Arrested by security forces during the 
demonstrations in Orumiyeh.

1/1/2018

31 Khalil Monavar civil Orumiyeh Got in custody being accused of favoring 
one of the Kurdish parties.

1/1/2018

32 Loghman Veysi student Salase Bav-
ajani

Arrested by security forces during the 
demonstrations in Kermanshah.

1/1/2018

33 Turan Mehraban student Orumiyeh Arrested by security forces during the 
demonstrations in Orumiyeh..

1/1/2018

34 Omid Jalali civil Orumiyeh Arrested by security forces during the 
demonstrations in Orumiyeh..

1/1/2018

35 Moharram Saberi student Bijar Arrested accused of trying to set a demon-
stration in Payam-e-Nour university of 
Sanandaj.

1/1/2018

36 Abdolghader Hamidi student Ilam Got in custody being accused of favoring 
one of the Kurdish parties.

1/1/2018

37 Abbas Kojari writer Khoy Arrested during the demonstrations against 
the regime.

1/1/2018

38 Jamil Dudkanlu civil Khoy Arrested during the demonstrations against 
the regime.

1/1/2018

39 Ehsan Mohammadi student Ilam Arrested during the protests against the 
regime.

1/1/2018

40 Mostafa Javid civil Ilam Arrested during the demonstrations against 
the regime.

Arrested from 
January 1st to 
4th.

41 Aref Fattahi civil Ilam Arrested during the demonstrations against 
the regime.

Arrested from 
January 1st to 
4th.

42 Meysam Laate civil Ilam Arrested during the demonstrations against 
the regime.

Arrested from 
January 1st to 
4th.

43 Aref Darvishi civil Ilam Arrested during the demonstrations against 
the regime.

Arrested from 
January 1st to 
4th.

44 Akbar Darvishi civil Ilam Arrested during the demonstrations against 
the regime.

Arrested from 
January 1st to 
4th.

 ”
“ Recognizes the right of all peoples to self-determination, includ-

ing the right to “freely determine their political status”, pursue 
their economic, social and cultural goals, and manage and dis-
pose of their own resources. It recognizes a negative right of a 
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45 Heydar Laate civil Ilam Arrested during the demonstrations against 
the regime.

Arrested from 
January 1st to 
4th.

46 Mozaffar Moham-
madi

civil Ilam Arrested during the demonstrations against 
the regime.

Arrested from 
January 1st to 
4th.

47 Mohammad amiri civil Ilam Arrested during the demonstrations against 
the regime.

Arrested from 
January 1st to 
4th.

48 Mahan Ghanbari civil Ilam Arrested during the demonstrations against 
the regime.

Arrested from 
January 1st to 
4th.

49 Yazdan Farajzadeh civil Ilam Arrested during the demonstrations against 
the regime.

Arrested from 
January 1st to 
4th.

50 Ali Haghi civil Ilam Arrested during the demonstrations against 
the regime.

Arrested from 
January 1st to 
4th.

51 Nabi Tardast student Ilam Arrested during the demonstrations against 
the regime.

Arrested from 
January 1st to 
4th.

52 Kamran Majidpour civil Ilam Arrested during the demonstrations against 
the regime.

Arrested from 
January 1st to 
4th.

 ”
“ people not to be deprived of its means of subsistence  and imposes 

an obligation on those parties still responsible for non -  self gov-
erning and trust territories (colonies) to encourage and respect 
their self-determination.
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (Article 1)
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53 Obeyd Haghparast civil Ilam Arrested during the demonstrations against 
the regime.

Arrested from 
January 1st to 
4th.

54 Lale Javanpour civil Ilam Arrested during the demonstrations against 
the regime.

Arrested from 
January 1st to 
4th.

55 Lale Ghayi civil Ilam Arrested during the demonstrations against 
the regime.

Arrested from 
January 1st to 
4th.

56 Azad Amir Moham-
madi

civil Ilam Arrested during the demonstrations against 
the regime.

Arrested from 
January 1st to 
4th.

57 Hamid Bazani civil Sanandaj Arrested during the demonstrations against 
the regime.

Arrested from 
January 1st to 
4th.

58 Omid Jamshidi student Kermanshah Arrested during the demonstrations against 
the regime.

Arrested from 
January 1st to 
4th.

59 Nastaran Akashe civil Kermanshah Arrested during the demonstrations against 
the regime.

Arrested from 
January 1st to 
4th.

60 Ashraf Akbarzadeh civil Kermanshah Arrested during the demonstrations against 
the regime.

Arrested from 
January 1st to 
4th.

61 Vahid Mozaffari civil Kermanshah Arrested during the demonstrations against 
the regime.

Arrested from 
January 1st to 
4th.

62 Arjhang Zargush civil Kermanshah Arrested during the demonstrations against 
the regime.

Arrested from 
January 1st to 
4th.

63 Morad Shami civil Kermanshah Arrested during the demonstrations against 
the regime.

Arrested from 
January 1st to 
4th.

64 Jamshid Khoshavaz civil Sanandaj Arrested during the demonstrations against 
the regime.

Arrested from 
January 1st to 
4th.

65 Najib Abdollahie Asl civil Orumiyeh Arrested during the demonstrations against 
the regime.

Arrested from 
January 1st to 
4th.

66 Seyvan Kakami civil Orumiyeh Arrested during the demonstrations against 
the regime.

Arrested from 
January 1st to 
4th.

67 Neda ahmadi civil Orumiyeh Arrested during the demonstrations against 
the regime.

Arrested from 
January 1st to 
4th.

 ”
“ No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or de-

grading treatment or punishment. In particular, no one shall be 
subjected without his free consent to medical or scientific experi-
mentation.
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights   (Article 7)
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68 Omid Ejlal civil Orumiyeh Arrested during the demonstrations against 
the regime.

Arrested from 
January 1st to 
4th.

69 Reza Ahang Khosh civil Orumiyeh Arrested during the demonstrations against 
the regime.

Arrested from 
January 1st to 
4th.

70 Mohammadjavad 
Amirsadeghi

civil Orumiyeh Arrested during the demonstrations against 
the regime.

Arrested from 
January 1st to 
4th.

71 Hiva Khosh Maram civil Orumiyeh Arrested during the demonstrations against 
the regime.

Arrested from 
January 1st to 
4th.

72 Bahman Fattahi student Paveh Arrested during the demonstrations against 
the regime.

Arrested from 
January 1st to 
4th.

73 Mohammad Javaheri student Sardasht Arrested in Tehran during the demonstra-
tions against the regime.

Arrested from 
January 1st to 
4th.

74 Hesam Hoseinzadeh student Kermanshah Arrested in Kermanshah during the demon-
strations against the regime.

Arrested from 
January 1st to 
4th.

75 Salar Mobaraki student Diolan Arrested in Sardasht during the demonstra-
tions against the regime.

Arrested from 
January 1st to 
4th.

76  Hesam Rashidzadeh student Bukan Arrested during the demonstrations against 
the regime in shiraz.

Arrested from 
January 1st to 
4th.

77 Kurosh Haghighi student Bukan Arrested during the demonstrations against 
the regime in shiraz.

Arrested from 
January 1st to 
4th.

78 Shamal Khosravi student Saghez Arrested during the demonstrations against 
the regime in shiraz.

Arrested from 
January 1st to 
4th.

79 Khabat Hoseini student Orumiyeh Arrested in Orumiyeh during the demon-
strations against the regime.

Arrested from 
January 1st to 
4th.

80 Salahaddin Yaghubi student Orumiyeh Arrested in Orumiyeh during the demon-
strations against the regime

Arrested from 
January 1st to 
4th.

81 Manuchehr Ha-
midzadeh

civil Orumiyeh The Intelligence agency arrested him in his 
workplace and took him.

2/1/2018

82 Pejhman Sureh civil Saghez Arrested during the demonstrations against 
the regime.

3/1/2018

83 Fazilat Mostafayi civil Saghez Arrested during the demonstrations against 
the regime.

3/1/2018

 ”
“ Everyone has the right to liberty and security of person. No one 

shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest or detention. No one shall be 
deprived of his liberty except on such grounds and in accordance 
with such procedure as are established by law.
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights  (Article 9)
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84 Javid dabbaghi civil Saghez Arrested during the demonstrations against 
the regime.

3/1/2018

85 Jaber Gholami civil Ilam Got in custody being accused of favoring 
one of the Kurdish parties.

3/1/2018

86 Ako Yari civil Jawanrud Arrested accused of political activity and 
propaganda against Islamic Republic of 
Iran.

3/1/2018

84 Mohammad Ebra-
himi

civil Piranshahr Arrested accused of favoring one of the 
Islamic Republic opposition parties.

3/1/2018

88 Milad Moradi civil Mariwan - 
Savalabad

Arrested in Tehran during the demonstra-
tions against the regime.

3/1/2018

89 Makowan Hasani civil Novsud The Intelligence agency arrested him in his 
workplace and took him.

4/1/2018

90 Sahriyar Galvani writer Khoy Arrested during the demonstrations against 
the regime.

5/1/2018

91 Naseh Khaledi Hospital 
clerk

Piranshahr Arrested accused of favoring one of the 
Islamic Republic opposition parties.

7/1/2018

92 Masud Azizi civil Kermanshah - 
Eslamabad

Arrested during the demonstrations against 
the regime.

8/1/2018

93 Asaad Azizi civil Kermanshah - 
Eslamabad

Arrested during the demonstrations against 
the regime.

8/1/2018

94 Edris Sharifi nature 
protector

Marivan Arrested by Intelligence agency with un-
known reason.

9/1/2018

95 Puriya majidiyan civil Kermanshah Arrested because of participating in the 
demonstrations against the regime.

10/1/2018

96 Fereydun Abdi rural Salmas Arrested accused of favoring one of the 
Islamic Republic opposition parties.

10/1/2018

97 Mahkum Esmayil 
Sheydan

rural Salmas Arrested accused of favoring one of the 
Islamic Republic opposition parties.

10/1/2018

98 Ramezan Azizi civil Ma-
habad-Daryaz

55 years old who has summoned by Intelli-
gence agency and got in custody.

10/1/2018

99 Jamil Yarahmadi civil Ravansar Arrested by Intelligence agency with un-
known reason.

10/1/2018

100 Poshtivan Rahmani piggy-
back-trans-
porterer

Oramanat Arrested for smuggling and hid belongings 
got recorded.

11/1/2018

101 Hiva Zare-E piggy-
back-trans-
porterer

Oramanat Arrested for smuggling and hid belongings 
got recorded.

11/1/2018

102 Rojhgar Zamani piggy-
back-trans-
porterer

Oramanat Arrested for smuggling and hid belongings 
got recorded.

11/1/2018

103 Hoshyar Karimi piggy-
back-trans-
porterer

Oramanat Arrested for smuggling and hid belongings 
got recorded.

11/1/2018

 ”
“ All persons shall be equal before the courts and tribunals. In the 

determination of any criminal charge against him, or of his rights 
and obligations in a suit at law, everyone shall be entitled to a fair 
and public hearing by a competent, independent and impartial 
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104 Amjad Yusefi civil Piranshahr Arrested by Intelligence agency with un-
known reason.

11/1/2018

105 Saro Ghahremani civil Sanandaj Arrested in January 12th 2018 and has been 
tortured to death in the prison.

12/1/2018

106 Kiyanush Zandi civil Sanandaj Arrested in January 12th 2018 and has been 
tortured to death in the prison.

13/1/2018

107 Gholamreza Ghan-
barpour

Political 
activist

Ilam Arrested accused of favoring one of the 
Islamic Republic opposition parties.

13/1/2018

108 Hosein Bagheri  
(Jhakan Baran)

poet writer 
- 

Ilam Arrested accused of acting against social 
security.

14/1/2018

109 Fereydun Aghayi City concil 
member

Divandareh Convicted to 2 years imprisonment being 
accused of disrespecting government offi-
cials.

15/1/2018

110 Hosein Ghaderi civil Sanandaj Arrested in January 12th 2018 and has been 
tortured to death in the prison.

15/1/2018

111 Mohammad Karim-
khah

civil Bukan Convicted to 3.5 years imprisonment being 
accused of summoning people against the 
regime.

16/1/2018

112 Amir Ebrahimi civil Bukan Convicted to 3.5 years imprisonment being 
accused of summoning people against the 
regime.

16/1/2018

113 Hasan Mahmudi civil Bukan Convicted to 3.5 years imprisonment being 
accused of summoning people against the 
regime.

16/1/2018

114 Taher Towhidi Lawyer Bukan Convicted to 17 months imprisonment 
being accused of slandering government 
officials

18/1/2018

115 Kurosh Aghaweisi civil Sanandaj Arrested accused of favoring one of the 
Islamic Republic opposition parties..

18/1/2018

116 Hedayat Abdollah 
pour

civil Oshnaviyeh Formerly has been arrested for cooperat-
ing with a Kurdish party and convicyed to 
capital punishmrnt.

18/1/2018

117 Gholamreza Mo-
hammadi

civil Kermanshah Arrested in January 12th 2018 and has been 
tortured to death in the prison

20/1/2018

118 Abdorrahim Nazari civil Jawanrud Arrested accused of cooperating with one 
of the Kurdish oppsition parties.

22/1/2018

119 Sardar Jedari civil Khoy Arrested accused of cooperating with one 
of the Kurdish oppsition parties.

22/1/2018

120 Majid Daryayi civil Oshnaviyeh Arrested accused of cooperating with one 
of the Kurdish oppsition parties.

24/1/2018

121 Ramin Hosein 
Panahi

political 
activist

Diolan Has been arrested fter being wounded in 
Sanandaj has been convicted  to death by 
hanging.

25/1/2018

122 Yunesh Sharifzadeh Taxi driver Oshnaviyeh Arrested accused of cooperating with one 
of the Kurdish oppsition parties.

25/1/2018

 ”
“ tribunal established by law. Everyone charged with a criminal 

offence shall have the right to be presumed innocent until proved 
guilty according to law.
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (Article 14)
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123 Mohammad Amin 
Fazli

civil Oshnavi-
yeh-Bemzort

Arrested accused of cooperating with one 
of the Kurdish oppsition parties.

26/1/2018

124 Mohammad 
Mahmudtash

civil Khoresht- 
Oshnaviyeh

Arrested accused of cooperating with one 
of the Kurdish oppsition parties.

26/1/2018

125 Hamed Zarifi civil Khoresht- 
Oshnaviyeh

Arrested accused of cooperating with one 
of the Kurdish oppsition parties.

26/1/2018

126 Abubakr Nobakht civil Nazriveh- 
Oshnaviyeh

Arrested accused of cooperating with one 
of the Kurdish oppsition parties.

26/1/2018

127 Osman Novbakht civil Nazriveh- 
Oshnaviyeh

Arrested accused of cooperating with one 
of the Kurdish oppsition parties.

26/1/2018

128 Kamal Novbakht civil Nazriveh- 
Oshnaviyeh

Arrested accused of cooperating with one 
of the Kurdish oppsition parties.

26/1/2018

129 Jamal Novbakht civil Nazriveh- 
Oshnaviyeh

Arrested accused of cooperating with one 
of the Kurdish oppsition parties.

26/1/2018

130 Omar Novbakht civil Nazriveh- 
Oshnaviyeh

Arrested accused of cooperating with one 
of the Kurdish oppsition parties.

26/1/2018

131 Mamand Alikard civil Nazriveh- 
Oshnaviyeh

Arrested accused of cooperating with one 
of the Kurdish oppsition parties.

26/1/2018

132 Fateh Alikard civil Nazriveh- 
Oshnaviyeh

Arrested accused of cooperating with one 
of the Kurdish oppsition parties.

26/1/2018

133 Ruzgar Amini civil Oshnaviyeh Arrested accused of cooperating with one 
of the Kurdish oppsition parties.

26/1/2018

134 Mohammad Farzad civil Singan- 
Oshnaviyeh

Arrested accused of cooperating with one 
of the Kurdish oppsition parties.

26/1/2018

135 Mansur GHaderza-
deh

civil Oshnaviyeh Arrested accused of cooperating with one 
of the Kurdish oppsition parties.

26/1/2018

136 Mohammad Sure civil Oshnaviyeh Arrested accused of cooperating with one 
of the Kurdish oppsition parties.

26/1/2018

137 Shafi Faghihzadeh civil Oshnaviyeh Arrested accused of cooperating with one 
of the Kurdish oppsition parties.

27/1/2018

138 Khaled Gheysari civil Kermanshah Arrested in January 12th 2018 and has been 
tortured to death in the prison.

28/1/2018

139 Kawan Mahmudiyan civil Sanandaj Convicted to 1 year imprisonment being 
accused of a Kurd party`s member.

28/1/2018

140 Vakil Rostami civil Amirabad- 
Sanandaj

Convicted to 5 year imprisonment being 
accused of being one of Iran`s opposition  
Kurd party`s member.

1/2/2018

141 Farvan Rostami civil Amirabad- 
Sanandaj

Convicted to 5 year imprisonment being 
accused of being one of Iran`s opposition  
Kurd party`s member.

1/2/2018

 ”

“ Everyone shall have the right to freedom of thought, conscience 
and religion. This right shall include freedom to have or to adopt 
a religion or belief of his choice, and freedom, either individually 
or in community with others and in public or private, to manifest 
his religion or belief in worship, observance, practice and teach-
ing.
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (Articles 18)
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142 Sirwan Rostami civil Amirabad- 
Sanandaj

Convicted to 5 year imprisonment being 
accused of being one of Iran`s opposition  
Kurd party`s member.

1/2/2018

143 Behruz Azizi civil Amirabad- 
Sanandaj

Convicted to 5 year imprisonment being 
accused of being one of Iran`s opposition  
Kurd party`s member.

1/2/2018

144 Rasul Azizi civil Amirabad- 
Sanandaj

Convicted to 5 year imprisonment being 
accused of being one of Iran`s opposition  
Kurd party`s member.

1/2/2018

145 Ali Kuhi civil Amirabad- 
Sanandaj

Convicted to 5 year imprisonment being 
accused of being one of Iran`s opposition  
Kurd party`s member.

1/2/2018

146 Mehdi Faraji civil Ravansar Arrested accused of cooperating with one 
of the Kurdish oppsition parties.

1/2/2018

147 Ayub Azizi civil Ravansar Arrested accused of cooperating with one 
of the Kurdish oppsition parties.

1/2/2018

148 Sayid Eghbali civil Kermanshah Arrested accused of cooperating with one 
of the Kurdish oppsition parties.

1/2/2018

149 Ahmad Mohammadi piggy-
back-trans-
porterer

Bukan Arrested by security forces in Marivan`s 
altitudes  

1/2/2018

150 Hamze Mohammadi piggy-
back-trans-
porterer

Bukan Arrested by security forces in Marivan`s 
altitudes  

1/2/2018

151 Asaad Mohammadi piggy-
back-trans-
porterer

Bukan Arrested by security forces in Marivan`s 
altitudes   

1/2/2018

152 Rashid Azari civil Sanandaj Arrested accused of cooperating with one 
of the Kurdish oppsition parties.

3/2/2018

153 Azad Rostami civil Sardasht Arrested accused of cooperating with one 
of the Kurdish oppsition parties.

3/2/2018

154 Mahyar Ahmadi civil Sanandaj Arrested by Intelligence agency with un-
known reason.

6/2/2018

155 Khaland Rahimpour worker Bukan Arrested for protesting against murdering a 
worker by regime`s military force

7/2/2018

156 Ali Rahimpour worker Bukan Arrested for protesting against murdering a 
worker by regime`s military force

7/2/2018

157 Sadigh Eyni civil Oshnaviyeh Sentenced to 10 years imprisonment and 
exiled to Ardabil jail.

8/2/2018

158 Amin Sebar proletarian 
activist

Kermanshah Arrested for being accused of making pro-
letarian gathering and meeting 

8/2/2018

 ”

“ The right of peaceful assembly shall be recognized. No restric-
tions may be placed on the exercise of this right other than those 
imposed in conformity with the law and which are necessary in a 
democratic society in the interests of national security or public 
safety, public order (ordre public),the protection of public health 
or morals or the protection of the rights and freedoms of others.
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights  (Article 21)
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159 Ghodrattollah 
Jalalvand

proletarian 
activist

Kermanshah Arrested for being accused of making pro-
letarian gathering and meeting

8/2/2018

160 Mozaffar Lotfi civil Marivan Arrested for being accused of acting against 
national security.

8/2/2018

161 Ehsan Ghaderi civil Paveh Arrested by Intelligence agency for un-
known reason 

9/2/2018

162 Rasul Soltani Azar civil Piranshahr Sentenced to 3 months jail for being 
accused of cooperation with a Kurdish 
political party

10/2/2018

163 Faramarz malek-
shahi

civil Ilam Sentenced to 6 months jail due to agitating 
people to participate in the demonstrations 
of Northern Kurdistan referendum.

12/2/2018

164 Shahram Farhadi civil Sanandaj Sentenced to 4 years jail for being accused 
of connecting with a Kurdish Political  
Party

12/2/2018

165 Mohammad Nayim 
Mohammadpour

civil Sanandaj Sentenced to 2 years jail for being accused 
of connecting with a Kurdish Political  
Party

12/2/2018

166 Kobra Khalandi civil Mahabad Sentenced to 2.5 months for protesting 
against a killing of piggyback-transporters.

12/2/2018

167 Hosein Gholizadeh ینادنیز Sanandaj Got killed in jail but the guards claim that it 
was  suicide.

13/2/2018

168 Kamal Ziraki راکشۆج Bukan Arrested by Intelligence agency for un-
known reason 

14/2/2018

169 Arash Ahmadi civil Sanandaj Arrested accused of cooperating with one 
of the Kurdish oppsition parties.

14/2/2018

170 Bahman Khoshadol civil Mehran Iranian Intelligence agency got him in 
custody accusing him of favoring one of the 
Iranian Kurdish oppsition parties  

19/2/2018

171 Ammar Rahmani student Sanandaj Arrested by Intelligence agency for un-
known reason 

20/2/2018

172 Naser Hasani civil Orumiyeh Sentenced to 12 months imprisonment 
being accused of summoning against the 
regime.

22/2/2018

173 Amin Zendedel civil Orumiyeh Sentenced to 6 years imprisonment being 
accused of summoning against the regime.

22/2/2018

174 Monire Soltanzadeh civil Orumiyeh Sentenced to 6 months imprisonment being 
accused of summoning against the regime.

22/2/2018

175 Matin Khaledi civil Orumiyeh Sentenced to 6 years imprisonment being 
accused of summoning against the regime.

22/2/2018

176 Safar OrduKhani civil Orumiyeh Sentenced to 12 months imprisonment 
being accused of summoning against the 
regime.

22/2/2018

177 Osman Esmayili proletarian 
activist

Saghez Awaiting his verdict for 2 months and has 
been taken to jail.

23/2/2018

 ”
“ Everyone shall have the right to freedom of association with oth-

ers, including the right to form and join trade unions for the pro-
tection of his interests.
No restrictions may be placed on the exercise of this right other 
than those which are prescribed by law and which are necessary in 
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178 Ebrahim Khaledi university 
student

Sardasht Sentenced to 5 years jail being accused of 
acting against national security.

24/2/2018

179 Taleb Basativand university 
student  

Ilam    Had Arrested for favoring one of the Kurd-
ish oppsition parties in March 20th and died 
under torture 10 days later.

27/2/2018

180 Mohammad Patayshi civil Piranshahr Arrested accused of favoring one of the 
Islamic Republic opposition parties..

27/2/2018

181 Dr. Hoseinpour physician Khorasan 
Kurd))

The Intelligence agency arrested him while 
helping the earthquake victims in Kerman-
shah  

1/3/2018

182 Ghobad Aazami civil Jawanrud The military forces Intelligence service had 
got him in custody in February 28th and 
passed his corpse to his family after 2 days.

2/3/2018

183 Naser Ghobadi civil Abdanan The Intelligence agency arrested him in 
February 26th  and he died because of 
brutal torture and deep wounds after 4 days 
in the hospital

2/3/2018

184 Fardin Eyvazi civil Sanandaj Arrested accused of favoring one of the 
Islamic Republicopposition parties.

3/3/2018

185 Sayid Sayidi civil Sardasht Arrested by Intelligence agency for un-
known reason 

3/3/2018

 ”
“ a democratic society in the interests of national security or public 

safety, public order (ordre public), the protection of public health 
or morals or the protection of the rights and freedoms of others.
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
(Article 22)

Taleb Basativand, 
Had Arrested for 
favoring one of the 
Kurdish oppsition 
parties in March 20th 
and died under torture 
10 days later.
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186 Yaser Khezrnejhad civil Sardasht Arrested by Intelligence agency for un-
known reason 

3/3/2018

187 Mamash Moham-
madpour

civil Piranshahr Arrested accused of favoring one of the 
Islamic Republic opposition parties..

5/3/2018

188 Farrokh Abdi راکایدیم Orumiyeh Arrested being accused of acting against 
national security.

11/3/2018

189 Adnan Hasanpour activist 
civil

Marivan Arrested for participating in on of Afrin 
supporting protest gatherings.

12/3/2018

190 Mohammad Danesh civil activ-
ist

Marivan Arrested for participating in on of Afrin 
supporting protest gatherings.

12/3/2018

191 Naseh Basekhi civil activ-
ist

Marivan Arrested for participating in on of Afrin 
supporting protest gatherings.

12/3/2018

192 Arman Ghafuri civil activ-
ist

Marivan Arrested for participating in on of Afrin 
supporting protest gatherings.

12/3/2018

193 Faramarz moham-
madi

civil activ-
ist

Marivan Arrested for participating in on of Afrin 
supporting protest gatherings.

12/3/2018

194 Didar Yazdani civil activ-
ist

Marivan Arrested for participating in on of Afrin 
supporting protest gatherings.

12/3/2018

195 Ahmad Inranpanah civil activ-
ist

Marivan Arrested for participating in on of Afrin 
supporting protest gatherings.

12/3/2018

196 Hiva Fadayi civil activ-
ist

Marivan Arrested for participating in on of Afrin 
supporting protest gatherings.

12/3/2018

197 Mosleh Hesami civil activ-
ist

Marivan Arrested for participating in on of Afrin 
supporting protest gatherings.

12/3/2018

198 Mansur Seyfi civil activ-
ist

Kamyaran Arrested for participating in on of Afrin 
supporting protest gatherings.

12/3/2018

199 Mohammad Nadimi civil Kamyaran Arrested accused of favoring one of the 
Islamic Republic opposition parties..

12/3/2018

200 Alireza Nadimi civil Kamyaran Arrested accused of favoring one of the 
Islamic Republic opposition parties..

12/3/2018

201 Jabbar Azadikhah civil Kermanshah Arrested accused of favoring one of the 
Islamic Republic opposition parties..

12/3/2018

202 Hamid Jafari civil Bukan Arrested for trying to take part in Afrin 
supporting protest gathering 

14/3/2018

203 Sepehr Amini civil Bukan Arrested for trying to take part in Afrin 
supporting protest gathering 

15/3/2018

204 Taghi moradi Gona-
bad-Darvishi

Ilam The Intelligence agency got him in custody 
with unknown reason.

15/3/2018

205 Azizi Movludi civil Sanandaj The Intelligence agency got him in custody 
with unknown reason.

17/3/2018

206 Aram Alirezayi civil Sanandaj After 3 months in custody sentenced to 1 
year imprisonment.

19/3/2018

207 Erfan Saed panah civil Sanandaj Arrested being accused of trying to manage 
Newroz celebration program

20/3/2018

208 Salar Kazemi civil Sanandaj Arrested being accused of trying to manage 
Newroz celebration program.

20/3/2018

 ”
“ All persons are equal before the law and are entitled without any 

discrimination to the equal protection of the law. In this respect, 
the law shall prohibit any discrimination and guarantee to all 
persons equal and effective protection against discrimination on 
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209 Behzad Salimzade civil Bukan Arrested for raising Kurdistan flag in Ne-
wroz celebration.

22/3/2018

210 Ayub Ghaderi civil Piranshahr Arrested being accused of favoring one of 
the Kurdish oppsition parties.

22/3/2018

211 Saber Sayide civil Piranshahr Arrested being accused of favoring one of 
of the Kurdish oppsition parties.

22/3/2018

212 Sadegh Ghaderi civil Piranshahr Arrested being accused of favoring one of 
the Kurdish oppsition parties..

22/3/2018

213 Salam Vatandust civil Piranshahr Arrested accused of cooperating with one 
of the Kurdish oppsition parties.

22/3/2018

214 Kosar Arjhangi civil Marivan-Ne Arrested being accused of planning Newroz 
celebration.

23/3/2018

215 Salah Amliya civil Marivan-Ne Arrested being accused of planning Newroz 
celebration.

23/3/2018

216 Suwara Rahimi civil Mahabad Arrested being accused of planning Newroz 
celebration.

23/3/2018

217 Karim Rasuli    civil Mahabad Arrested being accused of planning Newroz 
celebration.

23/3/2018

218 Siawash Baghbani civil Mahabad Arrested being accused of planning Newroz 
celebration.

23/3/2018

219 Ebrahim Babayi civil Mahabad Arrested being accused of planning Newroz 
celebration.

23/3/2018

220 Ahmad Aminpanah civil Diolan Arrested accused of cooperating with one 
of the Kurdish oppsition parties.

28/3/2018

Further information on people 
who have been executed during this period

Row Full name Place Considerations Date
1 Bakhtiyar Mohammadi Ravansar Executed on homecide charges 2/1/2018
2 Hosein Eskandarzadeh Salmas Executed on homecide charges 11/1/2018
3 Ehsan Yaghubi Ilam Executed on homecide charges in Ilam prison . 17/1/2018
4 Mehran behshad Orumiyeh Executed on homecide charges 28/1/2018
5 Farhad Alba Orumiyeh Executed on homecide charges 28/1/2018
6 Masud vakili Javanrud Executed on homecide charges in Kermanshah prison  4/3/2018
7 Keyvan raashkhaar Kermanshah Executed on homecide charges in Kermanshah prison 4/3/2018
8 Mohammad Rostami Kermanshah Executed for sexual harassment and murder in Kerman-

shah prison
4/3/2018

9 Mehdi Sarayi Kermanshah Executed for trading narcotics in Kermanshah prison 4/3/2018
10 Abubakr salimi Sardasht Executed on homecide charges in Orumiyeh prison  5/3/2018
11 Ayub Babakhani Ilam Executed on homecide charges in Ilam prison  7/3/2018
12 Javad Golniyat   Khoy Executed on homecide charges in Khoy prison 10/3/2018

 ”
“ any ground such as race, color, sex, language, religion, political 

or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or oth-
er status.
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (Article 26)
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The victims of mine explosions in the first quarter of 2018

Row Name and 
nick name

occupation Home town Damage Considerations Date

1 Mohsen Zare-e Soldier Baneh Dead Dead in a mine explosion near the bor-
der regiment 

3/1/2018

2 Habibe Jahani civil Sardasht Wounded Wounded in a mine explosion near her 
house

4/1/2018

3 Yunes Ka-
zemzadeh

civil Ilam-Malek-
shah

Dead Dead in a mine explosion. 9/1/2018

4 Fatemeh Rezayi student Kuhdasht Wounded Lost her hand in a mine explosion 27/2/2018

5 Kobra 
Abolvafayi

student Kuhdasht Wounded Wounded in a mine explosion 27/2/2018

6 Parisa Taheri student Kuhdasht Wounded Wounded in a mine explosion 27/2/2018

7 Kamran 
Amini

piggy-
back-trans-
porter

Baneh Wounded Lost his leg in a mine explosion 
near Berveshkan

4/3/2018

8 Yadegar 
Amini

piggy-
back-trans-
porter

Baneh Wounded Wounded in a mine explosion 
near Berveshkan

4/3/2018

9 Amirkhan 
Rakhideh

piggy-
back-trans-
porter

Piranshahr Dead Dead in a mine explosion. 8/3/2018

10 Mostafa 
Ahmadpour

piggy-
back-trans-
porter

Piranshahr Wounded Lost one of his legs in a mine 
explosion near Berveshkan

8/3/2018

11 Peyman Zare piggy-
back-trans-
porter

Piranshahr Wounded Wounded seriously in a mine 
explosion

8/3/2018

12 Mohammad 
Heydari

Soldier Zanjan Wounded Wounded in a mine explosion 
near the border of Harmedol near 
Saghez.

10/3/2018

13 Mansur 
Moradi

farmer Saghez Wounded Lost both of his legs in a mine 
explosion

23/3/2018

14 Shokrollah 
Rahimi

worker Ilam Dead Dead in a mine explosion 23/3/2018

15 Alireza 
Rahimi

10 years 
old

Ilam Dead Dead in a mine  detonation explo-
sion

23/3/2018

 ”
“ In those States in which ethnic, religious or linguistic minorities 

exist, persons belonging to such minorities shall not be denied the 
right, in community with the other members of their group, to en-
joy their own culture, to profess and practise their own religion, 
or to use their own language.
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (Article 27)
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People who have ended their lives in the first season of 2018

Row Full name and 
nick name

Age Living area  Event explanations and considerations Date

1 Derakhshan. M 24 years Bukan Was university student and hanged himself for 
unknown reason.

11/1/2018

2 Soleyman 
Mam Sur

25 years Vshtappeh-Bu-
kan

For unknown reason suicided. 22/1/2018

3 Hiwa Mowludi 22 years Mahabad Hanged himself due to poverty 23/1/2018

4 Marya sharifi 16 years Divandarreh Hanged herself for unknown reason. 23/1/2018

5 Kajhal.kh 28 years Saghez For unknown reason. Ended her life 26/1/2018

6 Diyako Yehruja 17 years Juwanro Suicided due to quarrel between his 
wife and his family.

28/1/2018

7 Hana..... (Edeis 
wife)

21 years Mariwan Burned himself to death because of 
the conflict between his wife and his 
family.

8/11/1396

8 Eghbal 
Sarhaddi

31 years Bana Got fired of the university and com-
mited suicide because of depression.

7/2/2018

9 Lawlaw Moradi 26 years Marriwan   Had three kids and  suicide because of 
the struggle with her husband

7/2/2018

10 Masood 
Behruzi

16 years Oshnawiyeh Ended his life because of the conflict 
with his family.

8/2/2018

11 Asasd Mowludi 21 years Saghez Was university student and hanged 
himself for unknown reason.

10/2/2018

12 Bijhan Gholuzi 45 years Kamyaran Burned himself to death due to de-
layed payment of his salary from 
Municipality.

11/2/2018

13 Zeynab 
Darwishi

21 years Soma and 
Bradoost

Shot herself because of family conflict. 11/2/2018

14 Yahya Yari 24 years West Gilan Was soldier and commited suicid due 
to assaulting Yari religion by his com-
manders.

12/2/2018

15   Hosein 
Gholizade

30 above 
years

Sanandaj Died in prison. Guards claim that he 
commited suicided.

13/2/2018

16 Z. Jashira 14 years Abdanan Burned himself to death because of 
family problems.

15/2/2018

17 Armin 
Abdollahi

17 years Juwanro Hanged himself because of emotional 
problems and struggle with his family.

15/2/2018

 ”
“ The States Parties to the present Covenant undertake to ensure 

the equal right of men and women to the enjoyment of all civil 
and political rights set forth in the present Covenant.
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights  (Article 3)
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18 Zeynab known 
as mother 
Zeynab

Age  45 
years

Khanegi 
Mahabad

Was the mother of four children and 
hanged herself due to poverty and be-
cause her husband was prisoned.

28/2/2018

19 Seyed Mostafa 
Seyed Rahmani

Above 50 
years

Piranshahr Was shop owner and hanged himself 
because of financial problems in his 
shop.

3/3/2018

20 Ata Ahmadi 28 years Mariwan Had committed suicide for unknown 
reason and died after 5 days.

5/3/2018

21 Sadigh Shahbazi Age 50 
years

Diwandarreh Hanged himself for unknown reason. 5/3/2018

22 ASmin Rezayi Age 46 
years

Sahneh Hanged himself for unknown reason. 8/3/2018

23 Rasul 
Ghahremani

Age 34 
years

Sarpole   
Zahab

Hanged himself because of depression 
after the earthquake.

10/3/2018

24 Milad 
Khojasteh

26 years Sardasht Hanged himself for unknown reason. 23/3/2018

25 Werya 
Ebrahimi

27 years Sardasht Commited suicid because of poverty 
and being jobless.

24/3/2018

26 Karim Esmayili ... Sardasht Commited suicid because of emotional 
pressure for being jobless and hopeless.

28/3/2018

27 Edris Kamangar 24 years Kamyaran Was married and Commited suicid for 
unknown reason.

29/3/2018

 ”
“ Every child shall have, without any discrimination as to race, col-

our, sex, language, religion, national or social origin, property 
or birth, the right to such measures of protection as are required 
by his status as a minor, on the part of his family, society and the 
State.
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
(Article 24) 
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People who have ended their lives in the first season of 2018

Row Full name and 
nick name

Place Career Harm 
type

Considerations Date

1 Salar azarpira Dehloran Construction 
worker

Dead of lacking safety standards 
Dead

14/1/2018

2 Ata Katurani Sanandaj Construction 
worker

Dead Dead of falling from height 16/1/2018

3 Mohammad 
Mohammadzadeh

Sardasht Construction 
worker

wounded Burned by fire 18/1/2018

4 Rasul Ebrahimi Sardasht Construc-
tion worker 

wounded Burned by fire 18/1/2018

5 Samrand 
Khezrzadeh

Sardasht Mechanical 
worker

Dead Burned by fire and after spend-
ing 10 days in hospital died 
because of having deep wounds

27/1/2018

6 Rahman 
Ramezani

Baneh piggy-
back-trans-
porter

paralyz-
ed

Cut off spinal cord by lifting 
heavy burden

4/2/2018

7 Hasan 
Mohammadi

Sapo-e-Za-
hab

Construc-
tion worker

Dead Dead by collapsing Maskan-e-
Mehr building 

8/2/2018

8 Mohammad 
Yusefi

Marivan-Sav-
lav

company 
worker

wounded Wounded seriously by gas ex-
plosion in a company in Ahwaz.

12/22018

9 Abdorrahman 
Karimi

Marivan-Sav-
lav

company 
worker

wounded Wounded seriously by gas ex-
plosion in a company in Ahwaz.

12/22018

10 Ata Darashi Marivan-Sav-
lav

company 
worker

Dead Dead by gas explosion in a 
company in Ahwaz

12/22018

11 Adnan Sayidi Marivan-Sav-
lav

company 
worker

wounded Wounded seriously by gas ex-
plosion in a company in Ahwaz.

12/22018

12 Zaniyar Dardan Savlav company 
worker

wounded Wounded seriously by gas ex-
plosion in a company in Ahwaz

12/22018

13 Nariman 
Dardan

Marivan-Sav-
lav

company 
worker

wounded Dead by gas explosion in a 
company in Ahwaz.

12/22018

14 Arez... Marivan-Sav-
lav

company 
worker

wounded Dead by gas explosion in a 
company in Ahwaz.

12/22018

15 Mohammad-
karim Moham-
madi

Marivan-Sav-
lav

company 
worker

Dead Wounded seriously by gas explosion 
in a company in Ahwaz and died 
after 11 days struggling with death

23/2/2018

16 Abbas Shariati Diolan Tractor 
driver

Dead by his tractor rollover Dead 26/3/2018

 ”
“ Every human being has the inherent right to life. This right shall 

be protected by law. No one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his life.
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights   (Article 6)
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